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Password checking systems and typos
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Study with Dropbox
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We found, correcting only three types of typos will

1. Increase login by 3%
2. Save several person-months of login time

Top-3 correctors correct 
20% of all typos

Leaving 80% of 
typos uncorrected



Adaptive typo-tolerance
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Threat #1: Remote guessing attack 
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Passwords are not chosen uniformly

3x, only if all checked passwords are equally probable 

BUT, humans do not chose random passwords.
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Security of tolerating typos
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Threat #2: Password store compromise

The attacker learns 
nothing unless he guesses 
the registered password.

We proved

Exactly the case 
of exact checking
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rather it can improve security…
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Model user’s mistakes to detect Attack
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If looks suspicious?

User’s mistakes

Memory error Typos

Attacker’s “mistakes”
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Collaborating with Cornell IT Security to test efficacy of such system

Building 
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Increase security by tolerating typos 

• Securely tolerate typos; improve ease of use

• More effective account lockout policy
• Tolerate only legitimate mistakes
• Better attack detection

• Might improve user’s security practices
• Choose stronger passwords
• Lock computers more often

https://typtop.info
https://www.cs.cornell.edu/~rahul
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https://typtop.info/

